Sample General Training Reading *Matching Features*

Answers

1. C - Igbo-Ukwu
2. A - Tichitt-Oualata
3. B - Jenné-Jeno
4. A - Tichitt-Oualata
Sample General Training Reading

Matching Information

Answers

1  E
2  C
3  B
4  C
5  D
6  B
Sample General Training Reading

Identifying Information (True/False/Not Given)

Answers

1  TRUE
2  TRUE
3  TRUE
4  TRUE
5  NOT GIVEN
6  FALSE
Sample General Training Reading *Multiple Choice*

Answers

1-2 plenty of capital to purchase what it didn’t have

well-written narratives
Sample General Training Reading *Summary Completion*

**Answers**

1. forest
2. gold
3. pottery
4. sculptures
5. vegetables
Sample General Training Reading

Note Completion

Answers

1 unique
2 temporary
3 eligible
4 hours ■ hr(s) ■ h(s)
5 request
Sample General Training Reading

Sentence completion

Answers

1 experience
2 diversity
3 relocation
4 enrolment • enrollment
5 transcript
6 distance